
Scalable social ad tech solutions, tailor-made

Raymour & Flanigan 
first steps on
Instagram Stories
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Raymour & Flanigan is a furniture & 
mattress retailer whose core value is to 
help its customers to achieve their dream 
home while expressing their unique style. 
To connect with its audience and make 
their dream come true, this American 
brand is always looking for innovative 
ways to engage its audience.  

The main objective is thus to use various 
channels outside the store to develop 
brand awareness in an impactful and 
relevant way. To that extent, Instagram, 
the most visually stunning social 
networks, is leveraged as an engaging 
channel.

Undertone is the leading agency in high-quality cross-screen brand advertising. 
Its products are designed to instantly capture the interest and imagination of 
consumers. With 15 years of digital experience, they are experts in building proprietary, 
cutting-edge, digital solutions for the world’s leading brands that break through the 
clutter and truly stand out to create unmissable, lasting impressions. 



200M+
Instagrammers
now use stories

every day
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BETA TEST Ads in 
Instagram Stories

Raymour & Flanigan’s main objective:
ENGAGEMENTS
Per Undertone, Raymour & Flanigan’s primary objectives on Instagram are for brand 
awareness: social engagements and expanding the reach at an efficient Cost-Per-
Engagement. While brand awareness on social media is not a hard drive for sales, 
the potential of all social reach and action (e.g. social post engagements) is key. 

Instagram has proven over the last few months to be a primary driver of 
engagements for all Raymour image posts and video posts, and the furniture brand 
is constantly looking for new ad opportunity to get their video messages across.

Undertone advised to
TRY ADS IN INSTAGRAM STORIES
Ads in Instagram stories are the must-use format to reach new audiences: 
with more than 200M+ unique daily users, they represent a unique opportunity for 
advertisers in terms of audiences. They are indeed the first immediate full-screen 
and immersive experience. Using ads between stories to engage with customers 
enable brands to create an intimacy with people like never before.

So, with a very wide audience 
and the creative opportunity 
that it offers, Ads in Instagram 
Stories were a seducing innovation 
for Raymour & Flanigan and was 
the reason why Undertone 
immediately thought about 
the furniture brand when 
MakeMeReach offered them 
to beta test this new ad format. 
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CREATE Your 
Vertical Video

How to build your ad from 
EXISTING CREATIVES...
The main challenge for advertisers who want to create ads for Instagram stories 
is the ad format itself. Thus, advertisers are facing a big challenge when they want 
to create ads for Instagram stories. Nevertheless, there are simple ways to reuse 
existing non-vertical formats to create a very innovative ad:

USE 2 VIDEOS
TO CREATE ONE

They can be the same 
and play the same 

scene or start at 
different moments

SPLIT THE
SCREEN IN 4

If the video
is fitted for that

MIX THE VIDEO 
WITH OTHER 

ELEMENTS
Such as text, photo, 
illustrations... and a 

common background 
that creates consistency

+ =

T

CREATE 
A VIDEO WITH 

ANIMATED 
PICTURES
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CREATE Your 
Vertical Video

… thanks to 
MAKEMEREACH EXPERTS TEAM
MakeMeReach has an in-house creative studio and offers its clients to create 
their vertical video ads, a format requested to advertise on Instagram Stories. 

From a standard Pre-Roll video unit, the social ad tech solutions provider created a 
multi-playing vertical video with different thumbnails promoting its cutting-edge 
delivery service, available every day of the week.

The MakeMeReach in-house creative video integrated this advice and built the whole 
video with vibrant colors and sleek messaging highlighting that Raymour & Flanigan 
offers “delivery 7 days a week”. The client loved the concept and was convinced it 
will pop across the Instagram space.

Undertone have learned 
from standard image 
posts that bright colors, 
chic messaging  and 
cutting edge products 
f r o m  t h e  R a y m o u r 
showroom speak to the 
younger targeted and 
more influential audience 
across Instagram. 
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ACHIEVE Amazing 
Performance 

Using the MakeMeReach platform, 
Undertone tested Ads in Instagram Stories for Raymour & Flanigan just after the 
official launch in March 2017- with amazing results!

Brian Laird,
Director, Social Activation at Undertone

“The use of video outside of a standard Video Post is the most unique thing that the client 
enjoyed. Through MakeMeReach’s expert team and in-house creative studio, we could take 
a very valued client and let them be a part of the Ads in Instagram Stories beta test, typically 
reserved for top-tier brands. The client was happy with results and appreciated being one of 
the first in-market for this product.” 

The great quality of the creative produced by the MakeMeReach in-house creative 
studio is certainly one of the factors of that led to these amazing results. But the success 
of this campaign has only been possible thanks to a clever targeting on females over 
18 in the store’s select geo areas. In that, the MakeMeReach was undoubtedly a strong 
asset as it eases campaign set-ups, targeting and optimizations throughout the 
entire flight. And on Instagram stories, it indeed helped the campaign reach younger 
demographics that are usually outside the core list of clients and which Raymour & 
Flanigan is now looking to engage more often.

+40%
REACH

-75%
CPE

Via Instagram stories, Undertone 
managed to reach over 40% of 
the key demographic segment 
Raymour & Flanigan aimed at reaching.

The Cost-per-Engagement was 75% 
lower on average compared to other 
Instagram campaigns with different 
formats run during the same month.


